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The big question if of course it is a question of life or death,
We must have things in balance and eat and drink to breathe every breath;
It's not like you are asking or saying what is it that is on your mind,
But it is a case of faith and grace or mercy and peace to be good and kind.

  

Another might ask or say, is it love or hate while we need to beat fate,
Or to question the nature and details of it all, is that a bit over weight;
Can I think that the balance is a question of loving money or God,
Or do those two things seem to go together and don't work out that odd.

  

Others will say that you must have time or your side while that still rhymes,
Or do I get a second chance or choice when everything seems to go wrong;
Is there a beauty in apace and grace and is God really only love,
As time and money are oath so important with hell below and heaven above.

  

Really I guess the big question is, are there really just a lot of little questions,
And do you get the picture God is painting or are you full of self love;
For some of us are blind and ignorant to the simple facts of loving life,
Add have to ask all kinds of silly questions like when will I get wife,

  

But god holds the keys to eternal life while others are dead and doing to hell,
Then to get out of a hole of the cracks down and the come to life all well;
For the question and ask the reasons why I one way to save your life,
As every explanation gives purpose and pleasure to help us get out of strife.

  

So I now come back to the original idea of what is the big question,
And I guess that there is a million answers to each and every explanation;
That I am now not going to explain may more or further exaggerate,
But hole to the truth of victory aver sin believe in the truth of God.
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